
 
November 15, 2018 
 
To Whom it May Be Concerned: 
 
Albert Einstein once said, “The important thing is not to stop questioning.  Curiosity has its own reason for 
existing.”  Olivia Stecina, a senior at Erie High School and a student I have known and worked with for four 
years, continues to be one of the most curious, knowledge-seeking individuals I have ever met.  At an institution 
of your caliber; you receive countless letters of recommendation and search for the select students who set 
themselves apart from the norm of high achieving applicants.  Olivia is the among the select few who deserves 
the education you offer and who will, because of your education, better our society with specific contributions. 
 
Olivia has the accolades and accomplishments sought after in top-achieving individuals, however, it is the 
individual’s love of learning, ability to learn, and all encompassing intellectual curiosity that sets Olivia apart 
from the other candidates you have and will read about and consider. 
 
Olivia was in my AP Human Geography class as a freshman , AP Government and Politics class as a 
sophomore, and AP Research class as a junior where not only did the individual perform at an advanced level 
but challenged me and the individual’s classmates to consider new perspectives, helped bring students to new 
levels of learning with questioning and prompting, and contributed to every class function to make it more 
dynamic, hands-on, and meaningful.  Olivia loves to learn from teachers, various sources, peers, and has a 
mature ability to sift through various perspectives to further strengthen the individual’s own knowledge. 
 
Olivia has an ability to learn that is unmatched and most difficult to find in today’s young adult.  The individual 
has always dreamed of being involved in working with people, studying their stories, and then creating 
documentaries and/or video art to tell the story, advocate for justice, or merely educate and inspire.  This year, 
Olivia is serving as our Senior Class President and does so with grace, eloquence, and an open mind for all 
students and adults alike.  The individual is a leader within our broadcasting class and program where Olivia is 
furthering skills and passion. 
 
Olivia is the student a teacher hopes to see in every class he/she offers.  Olivia Stecina, without a doubt, will 
work incredibly hard at your institution, take the education the individual receives, and make notable 
contributions to the field.  Olivia Stecina has my recommendation, without hesitation.  
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